Gain insight into your practice from every perspective.

Deploy a solution that allows your practice to accommodate as many different users, data sets, and sources as you need. No exclusions. And no “specialized tinkering” to get what you really want.

Better care quality, better business results.
The NextGen Dashboard solution empowers people like you to create the newest generation of visualized data. No restrictions. No limits. No specialized knowledge needed to create the most intuitive dashboards.

Robust business intelligence at a glance.

NextGen Dashboard provides business intelligence (BI) sophistication in a robust, easy-to-use, and fully integrated BI solution that can be used by almost everyone in the office.

Users, regardless of experience, can create dashboard-driven, state-of-the-art visualizations to communicate key data. NextGen Dashboard can help your office leverage not only reporting, analysis, and process improvement but also manage compliance and incentive programs.
Executive presentation layer.

Create queries and views in a common presentation layer. The simplicity of the NextGen Dashboard user interface provides an Executive Presentation Layer that organizes and presents information in easy-to-read and interpret formats. It also supports users and data needs across patient care.

- **Executive**: Trends, problem solving, big picture, compliance
- **Population Management**: Group dynamics, treatment outcome tracking, disease management, evidence-based medicine
- **Via a single database**: Enhance care coordination
- **Case Manager**: Individualized tracking of all patient parameters and status
- **Quality Manager**: Evaluation of workflows, accuracy, and productivity
- **Business Office**: Medical billing and coding workflow analysis, process improvement
- **Community View**: Key measures involving wider patient populations and community audiences
Performance snapshots create positive change.

NextGen Dashboard combines comprehensiveness with simplicity. The result—a sleek, intuitive Dashboard solution that helps you and others in the practice easily navigate complex data, regardless of technological expertise level. Gain immediate understanding of key performance indicators in real time. Without the need for “dashboard power users.”

Key indicators to measure data, empower staff, and improve clinical outcomes

Every position, function, and workflow in a practice has a core set of key performance indicators (KPIs) to generate valuable data. Anyone in the practice can use NextGen Dashboard to see a sophisticated performance snapshot of an area of responsibility.

Empower the practice to create transformative, evidence-based action plans to improve clinical, regulatory, and financial outcomes by using data shared from across the continuum of care.
Performance snapshots create positive change.

Fully integrated to track practice performance measures.

The newest release of Dashboard is even more robust! Check out these enhancements:

- New patient outreach dashboards
- Enhancements to the custom chart tool
- Create custom chart drill down
- Create input parameters for custom chart
- Use third-party data sources to create custom chart
- Multiple performance enhancements
- Location drill downs on all relevant charts
- New MU Dashboard
- Date ranges added to charts
- Upgrades are now client installable

Our new Dashboard BI solution integrates with NextGen® Ambulatory EHR, NextGen® Practice Management, NextGen® Health Quality Measures (NextGen HQM), NextGen® Health Information Exchange (NextGen HIE), InSight Reporting™, and NextGen® Population Health. NextGen Dashboard can integrate and process third-party data such as ancillary or acute care information. In addition to tracking clinical and financial metrics, your practice also can use NextGen Dashboard to track progress with Clinical Quality Measure Reporting and Meaningful Use Reporting.
Empowerment for ACO and better financial results.

You know what you want. Your practice becomes empowered for data sharing using NextGen Dashboard with NextGen HIE and NextGen HQM to provide a robust layer of reporting across patient care.

- Data for retrospective analysis
- Compliance performance
- Trending and statistical analysis for better financial performance
- Patient population tracking across single or multiple variables
- Automate and integrate data capture to sustain PCMH and ACO models
- Insight into how your practice is performing compared with key healthcare reform statistics
Improve care quality and business results with a configurable Analysis Grid.

The NextGen Dashboard analysis grid is a key function that enables retrospective, trending analytics on-the-fly and self-serve data analytics. Work with data in structured, spreadsheet formats in one window while simultaneously seeing visualization options of the data you’ve selected.
Contact us at 855-510-6398.
Watch an online demo at:
www.nextgen.com or
visit: EHResults@NextGen.com.

The NextGen Healthcare Difference.

NextGen Dashboard 3.0 is part of the NextGen® ambulatory product suite that employs an integrated system to improve care, streamline workflow and reporting, and enhance business results. Get embedded analytics for consistent, timely, and relevant reporting throughout the practice. NextGen Healthcare Information Systems, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Quality Systems, Inc., provides integrated clinical, financial, interoperability, and connectivity solutions for practice, hospital, and dental provider organizations. To learn more, visit nextgen.com. Users, regardless of experience, can create dashboard-driven, state-of-the-art visualizations to communicate key data.